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It’s easy to forget that only ten years ago the UK base interest rate was 5.75% and yet today, even after the recent rate rise it stands
at only 0.50%. Investors who wanted to take no risk could open a savings account in 2007 and expect 6% returns - at least twice the
inflation rate, which was running at 2.3%. Today those same UK savers are lucky to get 1.3% from their savings accounts and yet inflation stands at 2.9% - a guaranteed loss of at least 1% per annum!
It is little wonder therefore that income hungry investors have increasingly looked far and wide for alternative sources of income as
interest rates have fallen. Popular asset classes such as high yield corporate bonds and commercial property have been major beneficiaries of this hunt for yield and as a result their valuations have been inflated accordingly. As their values have increased, so their
corresponding income yields have fallen. This has then forced those same investors to search again for higher yields elsewhere.
In this overview we consider the UK commercial property market and specifically examine the impact on this asset class of the search
for higher yield. Whilst we’ve covered the sector in previous reports, there has been massive momentum recently and this has triggered a wave of new fund issues with far more esoteric investment mandates. These new launches have had to look at more unconventional routes to generate their income because mainstream commercial property assets have been so over bought that the yields
that investors so covet are now not very attractive. We compare the conventional property funds to the new young upstarts and consider whether any of the new breed are worth following.
Looking at the investment trust market, most conventional ….and as prices have risen, so the yields that these investments
commercial property funds employ some borrowing and then use generate have fallen, compressed to 4.4% over the last three years:
this, plus capital raised, to buy portfolios of physical property. In
an ideal world they want their properties to have strong underlying
corporate covenants (tenants) that pay high rent without default
and in sectors that aren’t dependent on the relative state of the
economy (i.e. non-cyclical sectors). Unsurprisingly however, yields
are lower for assets such as these because they are prime
investments that everybody wants to own.
Therefore,
conventional property fund managers tend to have to compromise
one or more of these core pillars in order to keep yield
competitive. The other issue is that when they go for a second,
third or fourth round of capital raising, they have to buy something
with all that new cash. Typically, they therefore end up diluting the
“quality” of their existing portfolio because they are forced to buy
assets that they wouldn’t have looked at previously because the
best quality assets are no longer available at a reasonable price.
Regardless, these funds have performed well both in terms of the
value of the underlying assets and the price of the funds that
investors are willing to pay for them, as per the chart below...
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The chart below shows the current % split of the type of
investment property currently invested in the UK listed property
market. Whilst conventional commercial property now makes up
just under half of the market (48.32%), esoteric property strategies
now account for a small majority of the sector:
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is partly due to a search for higher yield it also reflects the fact that
investors are looking to diversify away from the mainstream trusts
that are typically the mainstay of their property exposure within
portfolios.
Are these niche investment areas worthy of consideration?
Selectively, yes but there are several elements to consider with
these assets. Firstly, some of the new launches will probably be far
more cyclical than the traditional incumbents. Bigbox storage for
companies, such as Warehouse and Tritax, is a prime example of a
sector that may suffer if the economy turns downwards, because
their tenants may be more at risk from a consumer slowdown.
Secondly, social housing funds may be sensitive to politically
influenced changes in legislation. Note that this should probably be
positive rather than negative given the current political climate in
the UK but nonetheless it makes return expectations harder to
predict.

Thirdly, student property has always been considered a lower
quality property asset and history is littered with failed funds that
The new entrants to the market have an entirely different profile. over borrow and buy poor assets with larger than average default
There have been seven REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust) rates.
launches in 2017 and all but one of these have a far more esoteric Finally, and despite these issues above, because these niche sectors
investment mandate than their incumbent rivals.
are currently highly sought after by yield hungry investors, the
For example, Residential Secure Income invests in UK social prices of the funds have risen in most cases above the value of
housing and targets a yield of 5% per annum (inflation linked) – their underlying investments. In other words, they are mostly
capital raised £180m.
sitting at premiums to their net asset values. For instance, one
healthcare fund in the sector – Target Healthcare – currently sits at
Triple Point Social Housing also invests in social housing and targets
a premium of 16%, meaning that it is priced 16% higher than the
a dividend of 5%. They raised £200m in a new issue this year.
value of the assets.
The largest REIT to come to the market was the Private Rented
Sector REIT which with government backing raised £250 million at
launch in May. The fund differs with a focus on acquiring homes for
residential lettings rather than the traditional commercial sector.

Whilst we believe that the closed ended structure of a REIT is more
attractive than the traditional open ended OEIC structure, the
quantum of new funds, the level of fundraising and the switch in
focus to niche areas makes the decision as to whether to invest at
Supermarket Income has a mandate to invest exclusively into present very challenging.
supermarket assets across the UK, targeting a yield of 5.5%. They
raised £100 million to invest in a diversified portfolio of They are listed securities and their “value” is subject to supply and
demand in the markets. It also makes them sensitive to short-term
supermarket real estate assets in the UK.
changes in sentiment. Property investment is typically cyclical and
Impact Healthcare (£164m), launched in March of this year, invests performs well when economies are growing but poorly when an
into UK Care Homes and Warehouse REIT (£160m) invests in small economy is expected to slow. This makes for a risky investment in
distribution warehouses in urban areas.
times of market stress because prices can fall quickly and sharply in
this sector. That said, if a panic sell-off is overdone, sharp price
Other notable fund raises include Empiric Student Property (£110m
in July) and GCP Student Living raised £70 million. In addition, falls in decent quality property assets can represent an excellent
Civitas Social Housing (more of the same!) proposed to raise a entry point for those waiting in the wings for better value from
further £350m and Ediston Property is looking to raise £146m via existing funds. We selectively sit in the latter camp.
an issue of £100m new shares.
There is therefore a great deal of capital raising activity in the
sector at present and mainly in niche investment areas. Whilst this
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